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Abstract:
Neural sequence-to-sequence, encoder-decoder models have recently shown
strong promise in the areas of machine translation and image captioning as
end-to-end models that require little domain-specific knowledge or
resources. Incorporating an attention or alignment step into this
encoder-decoder architecture helps further by learning to focus on parts
of the input sequence that are salient for generating a particular step in
the output sequence. We employ and improve this neural attention
architecture for the tasks of natural language grounding and selective
generation. Our grounding task is that of direction following, a skill
that is essential to realizing effective autonomous agents. Our model uses
long short-term memory recurrent neural networks (LSTM-RNNs) to encode
natural language instructions and decode to action sequences based upon a
world state representation, using a novel multi-input aligner. Our
selective generation task is the joint task of content selection and
surface realization, where we first encode the full set of over-determined
database event records (e.g., in weather forecasting and sportscasting)
via an LSTM-RNN, then utilize a novel coarse-to-fine (hierarchical)
aligner to identify the small subset of salient records to talk about, and
finally employ a decoder to generate free-form descriptions of the
aligned, selected records. In contrast to existing methods, our models use
no specialized resources (e.g., parsers, lexicons, features). They are
therefore generalizable, yet they still achieve the best results reported
to-date on multiple benchmark datasets. We also present various ablations

to elucidate the contributions and limitations of the primary components
of our models. This is joint work with Hongyuan Mei and Matthew R. Walter
at TTI-Chicago.
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